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Abstract

The Lithium Tokamak Experiment (LTX) investigates Li coatings as the main plasma-
facing component (PFC) which are expected to reduce ion impurity content in the plasmas.
High densities of impurity ions, such as C, O, Fe, and even Li, may cool the plasmas by
line radiation. Presently, solid lithium is used in LTX, but soon liquid Li will be tested
as a PFC. To survey the ion impurity contents in LTX plasmas, an extreme ultraviolet
(EUV) spectrometer has recently been installed, capable of distinguishing wavelengths
in the range 40-400 Å. These EUV spectra are beneficial for impurity diagnostics since
a multitude of low- to high-Z ions emit strong line radiation in this interval. The EUV
spectrometer will study how the Li coatings affect the impurity content in LTX.

Motivation

• Determine the impurity inventory of LTX plasmas - what ions are present, their charge
state and dominant species for radiative cooling

• Study the effects of lithium plasma facing component (PFC) on type and density of
impurity ions

• Place a bound on electron temperature using line ratios, synthetic spectra and a
coronal equilibrium model

The Lithium Tokamak Experiment

Spherical torus designed to nearly eliminate wall recycling. Thin solid lithium coatings
are evaporated onto heated shells which are conformal to an ideal last closed flux surface

LoWEUS

Long-Wavelength and Extreme Ultraviolet Spectrometer

• Varied-line spacing flat field spectrometer, ∼1200 l mm−1

• Field of view ∼180 Å, from 60-400 Å

• Instrumental resolution ∆λ/λ ∼300 at 100 Å to ∼600 at 200 Å

• LN2 cooled CCD, 1340x1300 pixels, reflects optical light.
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Calibration

Calibration accurate to ±0.2 Ådetermined by matching lines. CCD positioning accurate
to ±0.5 mm, mechanically operated linear stage. Vibrations do not affect position of
CCD, so only one calibration per position necessary

1. Use NIST’s database to identify prominent spectral features in region of interest

2. Identify the real space location in mm of several peaks on CCD

3. Identify second order peaks to extend calibration to longer wavelengths

4. Fit a quadratic to map real space location to wavelength

5. Coefficient of squared term in quadratic is small - valid outside range of original fit

Impurity Spectra

• CCD moved to cover entire wavelength range available, four shots

• Lithium surface thoroughly passivated before spectrum was measured

• Each shot used different plasma programming, giving variability in line intensity

• Represents survey of ion species in LTX - O IV, V &VI, Li II & III, and C IV

• Spectrum dominated by emission from oxygen ions. Radiative cooling is a major loss
channel for LTX, so reducing the oxygen inventory should result in a warmer plasma.

• Spectra implies bombardment of PFC by energetic ions sputters Li into plasma.

• No significant lines below 110 Å, in agreement with synthetic spectra - negligible
quantities of O VII, O VIII.

Effects of Lithium Wall Coatings

• We compare line intensities for plasmas which have similar fuel injection, coil currents
etc. to minimise effects from

• Line intensity depends on electron temperature and impurity density - a reduction in
line intensity could be from colder plasma, or a purer one.

• Spectra for shots with consistent plasma programming only available with slightly
passivated lithium surface.

• CCD moved after shot 4, moving the line at 173.0 Å out of range

• Track peaks for O IV 238.5 Å, O V 173.0 and 192.0 Å and O IV 184.0 Å.

• Small variation in impurity intensity, not monotonic. Cannot draw conclusion about
efficacy of evaporated lithium coatings on ion impurity concentration.

• Error bars obtained from FWHM of spectrum histogram with 200 linearly spaced bins
to estimate noise and floor.

Charge balance

• Fractional abundances calculated for a plasma near coronal equilibrium, assuming
zero plasma density.

• Relative abundances of O IV, V and VI are very sensitive to electron temperature in
the range in which LTX operates, 10-100 eV.

• Very little O I, II or III by 20 eV, consistent with LoWEUS spectra.

Synthetic Spectra

• Synthetic spectra calculated using the Flexible Atomic Code (FAC), with lines excited
by electron-impact excitation and cascades. Lines within a few Åof observed values

• Characteristic density of LTX plasmas taken as 1012 cm−3

• Synthetic intensity given per ion, so Saha equilibrium needed to give correct ratios
between intensities of lines from different charge states

• Only a small variation of intra-charge state line ratios with electron temperature.

• LoWEUS spectrum integrated over time and space, photons collected from a variety
of temperatures and densities

Inferring Ion Temperature

We can infer the electron temperature using charge balance, synthetic spectra and spectra
from LoWEUS:

1. Line intensity = Number of Ions × Strength of Emission

2. Choose two lines from different ions, line 1 and line 2.

3. Find the lines in LoWEUS spectra, take the ratio of the intensities I1/I2

4. Find lines from FAC, take the ratio of strengths, photons per ion per second, r1/r2

5. Find the relative ion abundance, N1/N2 = (r2/r1)× I1/I2

6. Find the corresponding electron temperature from the charge balance

Ion temperature

• Temperature inferred using three lines from three charge states of Oxygen

• Shots considered are the same as those for the Effect of Lithium Wall Coatings

• Consistent results between all three lines

• Temperature represents the integration of a highly non-linear function over space and
time - small changes in temperature have a large effect on charge balance

• Coronal equilibrium model derived in the limit of zero plasma density - non-zero
density will change charge balance and have a large effect on inferred temperature

• Peak temperature from Thomson scattering ∼ 80 eV.

Future Work

• Liquid lithium fill system has just been installed and first shots have been taken

• Electron beam will be installed to evaporate lithium coatings from liquid lithium pool
onto shells in between shots, allowing for fresher lithium surfaces

• Smaller (1340x100), faster CCD previously used on NSTX could allow time resolved
spectra from LTX

• Calculations of charge balance including non-zero density to improve accuracy of in-
ferred temperature
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